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TRANSVERSE SPIN EFFECTS INH=A! �+��; �� ! �X�MONTE CARLO APPROACH � ��Zbigniew W¡sHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Polandand CERN, Theory Division, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerlandand Maªgorzata WorekInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Poland(Reeived April 15, 2002)The transverse spin e�ets may be helpful to distinguish between salar(JPC = 0++) or pseudosalar (JPC = 0�+) nature of the spin zero (Higgs)partile one disovered in future aelerator experiments. The orrelationsan manifest themselves e.g. in the distribution of aollinearity angle ofX�in the deay hain H=A! �+��; �� ! �X�. This deliate measurementwill require, however, reonstrution of the Higgs boson rest-frame. Then,questions of the ombined detetion-theoretial e�ets may be ritial toestablish the reliability of the method. An appropriate Monte Carlo pro-gram is essential. To make suh studies possible we have extended thestandard universal interfae of the TAUOLA � -lepton deay library to in-lude the omplete spin e�ets for � leptons originating from the spin zeropartile. The interfae is expeted to work with any Monte Carlo generatorproviding Higgs boson prodution and subsequent deay into a pair of �leptons. Examples of numerial results and ross heks of the program willbe also given. In partiular, we �nd that e�ets of beamstrahlung may beritial to the quality of the measurement of the Higgs boson, unless someimprovements of the method an be found.PACS numbers: 14.60.Fg, 14.80.Bn, 14.80.Cp� This work is partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN) grants Nos 5P03B12420, 5P03B09320, 5P03B10121, and the European Com-munity's Human Potential Programme under ontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149 Physisat Colliders.�� Home page: http://wasm.home.ern.h/wasm/(1875)



1876 Z. W¡s, M. WorekOne of the main goals for future high energy experiments is to measureproperties of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs setor. Proton-(Anti)ProtonColliders, suh as TEVATRON [1℄ or LHC [2,3℄ are expeted to disover theHiggs boson, if the (SM) or one of its MSSM extensions is true. Otherwisethe spetrum of possibilities is pratially unlimited and disovery annotbe guaranteed. The omprehensive preise measurements of all Higgs bosonproperties are expeted to be left for future experiments on high energy e+e�linear olliders suh as JLC [4℄, NLC [5℄, or TESLA [6℄.One of the important measurement, just after establishing that the newlydisovered partile has indeed spin zero, is to hek if it is a salar or pseu-dosalar. Depending on the mass of the (to be) disovered Higgs boson,and if it is of Standard Model or one of its numerous extensions, di�erentobservables an give aess to this information. Already a long time ago,see e.g. [7℄, it was argued that exploring transverse spin orrelations in theHiggs boson deay H=A ! �+��; �� ! ��X� an in some ases provide amodel independent test. The method relies on the properties of the Higgsboson Yukawa oupling to the � lepton, whih in the general ase an bewritten as ��(a� + ib�5)� (for a disussion of the Higgs boson models, seee.g. [8℄ page 123). The method, at least in priniple, does not depend onthe Higgs boson prodution mehanism at all.There are many reasons why this proess may turn out not to be in-teresting. The ross setion may be too small for the luminosity of thefuture ollider, the mass of the Higgs boson may be heavy and other Higgsboson deay hannels better suited for the parity measurement. Finally,the parity of the Higgs boson may be measurable from the properties ofits prodution. However, it is generally aepted that the H=A ! �+��o�ers a very interesting signature. Its feasibility needs to be studied espe-ially in the ontext of deisions to be taken on properties of the future LCdetetors whih may be taken soon. The proposed measurement [7℄ is exper-imentally involved. It requires reonstrution of the aollinearity angle (Æ�)between �+ �� deay produts in the H/A rest-frame. Note that in ase ofH=A ! �+�� the four momentum of the Higgs boson is not diretly mea-surable as we have the unobservable �� among its deay produts; it needsto be reonstruted from the onstraints of energy momentum onservationfor the whole event. The distribution in angle (Æ�) is sensitive to the trans-verse �+�� spin orrelations, whih are di�erent for the salar, pseudosalaror the mixed state (we will take into onsiderations only the extreme asesorresponding to hoosing either b� or a� equal zero). Preise enough re-onstrution of the H/A rest-frame is important. Many e�ets, theoretial(e.g. QED bremsstrahlung), or experimental (unertainty on beam energies,not su�ient hermetiity of the detetor, angular/energy resolution for allpartiles and jets et.) may invalidate the method. In the following, we will



Transverse Spin E�ets in H=A! �+��; �� ! �X� . . . 1877onentrate on the feasibility of the method, taking into aount propertiesof the H=A! �+�� deay, and simple assumptions on bremsstrahlung andbeamstrahlung in reonstruting Higgs boson rest-frame, leaving out fromthe onsiderations all other limitations and onstraints, be it theoretial orexperimental.It is generally expeted that the Monte Carlo method is the only way toestimate whether the measurement an be realized in pratie, and whihfeatures of the future detetion setup may turn out to be ruial. Ourpaper is organized as follows. First, an algorithm for generating deays of�� leptons produed in H=A ! �+�� inluding full spin orrelations forthe Higgs boson prodution mehanism is explained, and some numerialexamples testing the orretness of the program are given. Later, resultstaking into aount inauraies in reonstruting the Higgs boson rest-frameare shown and onlusions are given.Sine the Higgs boson spin is zero, the spin orrelations of its deay prod-uts do not depend at all on the mehanism of the Higgs boson prodution.Tehnial di�ulties, related to the hoie of �+ and �� spin quantizationframes, present in the ase of e+e� ! Z= ! �+�� [9, 10℄ (bremsstrahlunge�ets inluded or not), are not present. The analytial form of the densitymatrix is simple. To alulate the density matrix for the pair of � leptons itis thus enough to: know their four momenta, know that they indeed origi-nate from the Higgs boson and, assume the type of the Yukawa interation.Suh information is stored in the event data struture alled HEPEVT om-mon blok [11℄ used by pratially all Monte Carlo generators for Higgsboson prodution.In Refs. [12, 13℄, the algorithm was developed where all � leptons foundin the HEPEVT ommon blok an be deayed with the help of the TAUOLAlibrary [14�16℄ and the � deay produts are appended to the HEPEVT aswell. The kinematial information on the momenta of all partiles formingan event was used to alulate, in some approximation, the longitudinalspin state of the � . For our purpose that solution had to be extended, toinorporate the full density matrix of the �+�� pair, in the ase when it isoriginating from the Higgs boson deay. The following hanges had to beintrodued to the algorithm explained in Ref. [12℄:1. The quantization frames for the spin states of �+ and �� need to beproperly oriented with respet to eah other. In our solution they aresimply onneted by the boost along � lepton momenta as de�ned inthe Higgs boson rest-frame. At the tehnial level this is enfored bythe TRALOR routine [14℄ de�ning the relation of the �� spin quantiza-tion frames and the laboratory frame. As an intermediate step thisroutine uses the Higgs boson rest-frame.



1878 Z. W¡s, M. Worek2. The density matrix was taken from Ref. [7℄ and adapted to the quanti-zation frames as spei�ed in previous point. Only two ases of purelysalar or pseudosalar Higgs boson were implemented. Any furtherextension is, however, straightforward.3. Generation of �+ and �� deays is then performed following the methodexplained in Ref. [14℄ and used in KORALB [10℄ for a long time.4. We have assumed that prodution generator provides two-body Higgsboson deays to � leptons only, in partiular, that it does not provideany bremsstrahlung orretions. Instead, PHOTOS [17, 18℄ an be usedfor that purpose, one generation of �� deays is ompleted.5. More omplete inlusion of bremsstrahlung orretions would requirea substantial re-write and extension of the program to the solution asin Ref. [19℄ or a similar one.One we have explained the main priniples of our alulation, let us turnto the disussion of numerial results. As an example we will take a Higgsboson of 120 GeV. In the �rst two plots, whih will be onstruted for thequantities de�ned in the Higgs boson rest-frame we are totally independent ofthe prodution mehanism. We will study the preditions for the salar andpseudosalar ases, essentially to provide the test of our generator. Thiklines will denote preditions for the salar Higgs boson and thin lines for thepseudosalar one. As in Ref. [7℄, we take the �� ! ��� deay mode only.Fig. 1 presents the distribution in the angle �� = aros(~n+ �~n�), where~n� = ~p ��� ~p ��j~p ��� ~p �� j ; i.e. the non-observable aoplanarity angle. The distribu-tion is indeed, as it should be [7℄, proportional to� 1��216 os��, respetively,for salar and pseudosalar Higgs. In Fig. 2 we plot the distribution of the�+�� aollinearity angle (Æ�). The di�erene between the ase of a salarand a pseudosalar Higgs is learly visible, espeially for aollinearities loseto � (see Fig. 3).Let us now turn to the distributions de�ned for the semi-realisti ase.We need thus to take into onsideration the ombined proess of deay andprodution of the Higgs boson. As an example1, for the prodution meha-nism we took the proess e+e� ! ZH; Z ! �+��(�qq);H ! �+�� (only thesalar H an be produed in this proess in (SM)), at Center-of-Mass systemenergy of 350 GeV simulated with PYTHIA 6.1 Monte Carlo program [20℄,e�ets due to initial state bremsstrahlung were taken into aount. As in1 We have heked that in ase of other prodution proesses and enter-of-mass systemenergies, the results, presented later in the paper, remain similar or are slightly lesssensitive to the transverse spin ( i.e. Higgs boson parity) e�ets.
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��0:5 1:0 1:5 2:0 2:5 3:0Fig. 1. The �+�� aoplanarity distribution (angle ��) in the Higgs boson rest-frame. The thik line denotes the ase of the salar Higgs boson and thin line thepseudosalar one. Nevtsbin(arbitrary units)

Æ�0:5 1:0 1:5 2:0 2:5 3:0Fig. 2. The �+�� aollinearity distribution (angle Æ�) in the Higgs boson rest-frame. Full angular range 0 < Æ� < � is shown. The thik line denotes the ase ofthe salar Higgs boson and thin line the pseudosalar one.
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Æ�3:02 3:03 3:04 3:05 3:06 3:07 3:08 3:09 3:10 3:11 3:12 3:13 3:14Fig. 3. The �+�� aollinearity distribution (angle Æ�) in the Higgs boson rest-frame. Parts of the distribution lose to the end of the spetrum; Æ� � � areshown. The thik line denotes the ase of the salar Higgs boson and the thin linethe pseudosalar one.this ase prodution of the pseudosalar Higgs boson is exluded, to quan-tify the size of the spin e�et we will ompare the preditions when all spine�ets are inluded (thik lines on the following plots), with the ase whenonly longitudinal spin orrelations are inluded (thin lines). The di�erenebetween the two lines visualizes the size of the transverse spin e�ets.If we ould ompare preditions for salar and pseudosalar, the di�er-ene would be roughly a fator of two larger2. Then however, we ould notlimit our disussion to the properties of the Higgs boson deay. Many pos-sibilities due to generally distint, and model dependent, prodution meh-anisms for the salar and pseudosalar Higgs boson would make the pituremore involved and not suitable for our disussion.As we an see in Fig. 4, the �+�� aollinearity angle (Æ) distribution inthe laboratory frame looks quite di�erent than in the Higgs boson rest-frame,the two ases of di�erent spin treatments are indistinguishable, distributionis not peaked at Æ � � at all.If information on the beam energies and energies of all other observedpartiles (high pT initial state bremsstrahlung photons, deay produts of Zet.) are taken into onsiderations the Higgs rest-frame an be reonstruted.We may de�ne the �reonstruted� Higgs boson momentum as the di�ereneof sum of beam energies and momenta of all visible partiles, that is, forexample, deay produts of the Z and all radiative photons of j os �j <2 By numerial aident, the ase when only longitudinal spin orrelations are inludedis equivalent to the ase of non-oherent sum of salar and pseudosalar Higgs bosonontributions of the equal proportions. This holds, of ourse, if the same produtionmehanism ould be applied for the two ases.
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Æ0:5 1:0 1:5 2:0 2:5 3:0Fig. 4. The �+�� aollinearity distribution (angle Æ) in the laboratory frame.Full angular range 0 < Æ < � is shown. The thik line denotes the ase whenall spin e�ets are inluded in the deay of the salar Higgs boson, while onlylongitudinal spin orrelations are inluded for thin line. The two lines are nearlyindistinguishable.0:98. In our study we will mimi in a very rude way beamstrahlung e�etsonly, assuming a �at spread over the range of � 5 GeV for the longitudinalomponent of the Higgs boson momentum with respet to the generatedone3. This assumption means, that the detetion e�et whih is pratiallyindependent of the Higgs boson prodution mehanism is only inluded. Aswe an see (Figs. 5 and 6) in the distribution of the aollinearity angle (Æ�)de�ned in reonstruted Higgs boson rest-frame, the e�ets due to transversespin e�ets are only barely visible.We should stress that, in this very simple example, we have not dis-ussed at all other e�ets potentially degrading the method, suh as limitedstatistis, bakgrounds, unertainties in reonstrution of the energies anddiretions for the partiles and jets, whih may lead to systemati errorsomparable in size to the parity e�et, remaining after beamstrahlung ef-fet is taken into aount. Alone, this ambiguity in reonstrution of theHiggs boson four-momentum degraded the method of measuring the Higgsboson parity using the deay hain h! �+��, �� ! ��� in a deisive way.3 The typial spread for the beam energy in linear ollider is of the order of few perent[4℄ or even worse.
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Æ�0:5 1:0 1:5 2:0 2:5 3:0Fig. 5. The �+�� aollinearity distribution (angle Æ�) in the salar Higgs bosonreonstruted rest-frame. Full angular range 0 < Æ� < � is shown. The thik linedenotes the ase when all spin e�ets are inluded, while only longitudinal spinorrelations are taken for thin line.Nevtsbin(arbitrary units)

Æ�3:02 3:03 3:04 3:05 3:06 3:07 3:08 3:09 3:10 3:11 3:12 3:13 3:14Fig. 6. The �+�� aollinearity distribution (angle Æ�) in the salar Higgs bosonreonstruted rest-frame. Parts of the distribution lose to the end of the spetrum;Æ� � � are shown. The thik line denotes the ase when all spin e�ets are inluded,while only longitudinal spin orrelations are taken for thin line.We have studied several mehanisms of the Higgs boson produtions, in allases depletion of the aollinearity distribution sensitivity to the transversespin e�et was quite similar. We an onlude that our results are thusindependent from the prodution mehanism.
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